JUSTICE AND DEMOCRACY DEFEATED BY HUMAN RIGHTS
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“Successful democratic governance must inevitably focus on promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms. For without this protection there can be no democracy in any meaningful sense.”

(United Nations)

ABSTRACT: Justice, Majority principle and Human Rights, a triangle designed to get you mentation about ideas in politics and how they matter, and what happens when we put option political theory to study on pressing real-macrocosm event and dilemmas. The author will explore the three core concept through debates. The relationship between commonwealth and human rights is intricate, symbiotic and mutually constitutive. A rights based approach to democracy grounded in the rule of legal philosophy is considered increasingly the most consistent safe-conduct against human rights abuses. This presentation will greet invocations of justice, democracy and human being rightfulness with a new oddment and a sharpened critical eye. From obiter dictum that an individual’s fundamental rightfulness stop where another’s rights begin to show how democratic justice cannot prevent or punish those who violate human rights by invoking their rights to life, impropriety and civilization, as well as the rights to crime syndicate and religion. Successful democratic governance should definitely dressed are on promotion and security of man right and fundamental freedoms. For without this assurance there can be no democracy in any important sense. Democracy can’t be characterized without man rights. Human rights can be ensured viably only in a democratic state. A functional democracy that suits differing qualities, advances correspondence and ensures singular opportunities is progressively turning into the best bet against the concentration of power in the hands of a few and the abuse of human rights that inevitably effect from it. Thusly, the best assurance of human right exudes from a feasible majority rule social structure grounded in the rule of law. Successful democratic governance should definitely concentrate on advancement and security of human rights and fundamental freedoms. For without this assurance there can be no democracy in any important sense. Democracy can’t be characterized without human rights. Human rights can be ensured viably only in a democratic state. A functional democracy that suits differing qualities, advances correspondence and ensures singular opportunities is progressively turning into the best bet against the concentration of power in the hands of a few and the abuse of human rights that inevitably results from it. Thusly, the best assurance of human right exudes from a feasible majority rule structure grounded in the rule of law.
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